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Train The Trainer
Workshops with eTS

all informations and direct 
online registration for the 
events and workshops 
of eTS DiDaCTiC can be found at:

FaST | SaFe | CompaCT

Reduce your preparation effort,  
increase your confidence to act!
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The digital learning factory 4.0 or connectedFaCTorY CpS-i40® is de-
veloped for training and qualification in the field of automated and digital 
production.

The focus is on the training of future skilled workers as well as the further 
training of experienced personnel for the requirements of tomorrow‘s la-
bor market.

LearninG FaCTorY CpS-i40®

connectedFaCTorY & Digital factory 
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Driverless transport system 
eTS QBoT360®

augmented reality with tec2SKILL®

Stand-alone or system operations

Configurable learning situations



intelligent networking is a main point of the CpS-i40® learning factory. The 
vertical integration, i.e. the connection of the store floor with the manage-
ment level, through an MES (Manufacturing Execution System) to the ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning System), forms the seamless exchange of 
information across the entire supply chain of a production system.

Sap4SChooL CpS-i40®

connectedFaCTorY & Digital factory 
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The CpS-i40® learning factory is the basis for flexible production here. The 
Integrated Enterprise Software (IUS) of the market leader SAP is used for 
networking. Sap erp and Sap me enable tracking of the complete flow of 
goods and information at machine and plant level.

Sap4SChooL CpS-i40®

connectedFaCTorY & Digital factory 



DiGiTaL TWin CpS-i40®

Virtualization of production plants

The increasing digitalization of networked manufacturing plants is 
becoming more and more important for the educational mission.  
 
The so-called „Digital TWIN“, i.e. the digital twin of the individual 
CpS-i40® stations from ETS DIDACTIC‘s connectedFACTORY, ena-
bles virtual commissioning before the real plant is put into operation.   
 
First virtual, then real - this will save time and money in industry in the fu-
ture. Plant modifications are also first simulated virtually, programmed 
and then functionally tested before being transferred to the real process. 
 

Digital TWin 
station „raw material Store“ in  
connectedFaCTorY CpS-i40®

Figure: taken from  
nX – SiemenS pLm
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MES – AlWAYS ON FOCUS
manufacturing execution System CpS-i40®

The  meS  represents the link between the planning level and the production level. 
 
always on focus - the meS system offers transparency over the entire pro-
duction process. This makes it easy to coordinate production sequences to 
achieve the highest possible productivity. From „Big Data“ to „Smart Data“, 
the MES software supports the permanent optimization process. In this way, 
the participants can learn how to handle, evaluate and also adapt or tune the 
process and software. important skills for the future working environment 4.0. 
 
Of course, the CPS-i40® system is also accompanied by extensive teachware 
to facilitate the learning process for the instructors as well as the trainees. 
 

meS – System flow
oee line performance



CYBER SECURITY
iT Security of production networks

Due to the increasing digitalization of industrial installations, the risk in terms 
of data security is also rising automatically. The task is to operate production 
networks securely and protect them from external interference.

The aim of the ETS training system is to achieve safety of action, recognize 
hazards and take remedial action. practical exercises are at the forefront of 
competence development.
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network security as a key element of the 

industrial security concept



INDUSTRIAl ROBOT
Virtual reality

- object detection 

- profinet - interface

- practical learning situations   
    for knowledge transfer

- Vr intergration

SAFETY CUBE®

6-axes industrial robot

Discover virtuality!
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SAFETY CUBE®

6-axes industrial robot

CoLLaBoraTiVe roBoT
robot simulation | humanoid robot

- Collaboration of  
    people & machine

- programming by guiding

-  programming with  
tablet and pC



tec2SKILL®

Technology that  
inspires

tec2
SKILL

tec2
SKILL

tec2
SKILL

tec2
glasses

tec2
glasses

tec2
glasses

Mechanical

tec2
SKILL

The learning application tec2SKILL® mechanical is a digital assistant for 
didactic support of all gears for the tablet and now neW also for the smart 
glasses.

Mechanical
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tec2SKILL® smartmainTenanCe
The perfect digital learning assistant for the connectedFaCTorY

With smartmainTenanCe you go into detail. 
Discover the CPS station, your trainees under-
stand the interrelationships of the components 
and technologies among each other. Work out the 
equipment identification in a virtual flight through 
the system. 

With the help of XR, you can display data states 
via OPC UA or use AR to virtually display the sta-
tion next to your programming device.

Better in detail ... X
R

experience



Whether using a tablet or smart glasses - the augmented reality application 
establishes the link from the basics of sensor technology to its use in the 
connectedFaCTorY CpS-i40®.

Through augmented reality (AR), the tec2SKILL® app enables learners to 
acquire helpful information. 
The functionality of a real industrial application, data sheets or commissio-
ning instructions round off the learning situation in the app.

SmarT SenSoriCS CpS-i40®

From the fundamentals to  applications
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SenSoriCS

tec2
SKILL

Parameterize, configure and control the connected sensors by using smart 
devices. 

Simultaneously you will be given the product data of the sensors and further 
information that is useful for maintenance and service.

tec2SKILL® Sensorics
The digital learning assistant 
for sensor engineering

SmarT SenSoriCS CpS-i40®

From the fundamentals to  applications



FROM ThE SENSOR INTO ThE ClOUD
iioT - Gateway

„Internet of Things (IoT)“ continues to change the business landscape 
and is therefore a hot topic for practitioners. Through IIoT gateway (Indust-
rial Internet of Things), learners can acquire helpful information within cloud 
computing. 

The learning objectives include Operation Technology (OT) and Information 
Technology (IT). The commissioning of a PROFINET system with integrated 
TIA portal, as well as the commissioning and integration of IIoT into these 
processes, are part of the learning situation. 

Students are familiarized with the node-red editor and can then perform 
basic experiments with node-red. helpful information and functionalities for 
sending control values to an mQTT broker or for displaying machine data on 
a cell phone are also available.

ClOUD
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Communication with mQTT / node-red



The digital learning assistant tec2SKILL® pneumatics/e-pneumatics sup-
ports application-oriented circuit design. The interactive learning units for 
pneumatic and electropneumatic applications are practice-oriented. Using 
a tablet, smartphone or smart glasses, participants work out new contexts 
and thus become confident in their actions more quickly and with greater 
motivation.  

PNEUMATICS | ElECTROPNEUMATICS
Basics with the digital learning assistant tec2SKILL®
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PNEUMATICS | ElECTROPNEUMATICS
Basics with the digital learning assistant tec2SKILL®

tec2
SKILL

The digital Learning assistant 
for pneumatics / electropneumatics

Through augmented reality, tec2SKILL® enables learners to acquire helpful 
information. The functionality of a real industrial application, the data sheets 
or commissioning instructions complete the learning situation. 



GEAR UNIT TEChNOlOGY
Digital learning assistant for metal professions - tec2SKILL®

The Learning assistant tec2SKILL® mechanical is a digital assistant provi-
ding didactic support in gear technology for the tablet - and this is neW - for 
„Smart Glasses“.

The digital learnassistant
tec2SKILL® mechanical tec2

SKILL
tec2

SKILL
tec2

SKILL

tec2
SKILL

tec2
glasses

tec2
glasses

tec2
glasses

tec2SKILL® is available for all gearboxes from eTS.

helical gear
1-stage

helical gear
2/3-stage
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With the aid of technical drawings or the detailed assembly instructions, 
learners can assemble the gear unit kit independently and carry out a func-
tion test with the handwheel.

Practical, detailed teachware, which covers topics such as maintenance and 
quality assurance in addition to gear unit theory, serves as support. 

planetary 
gear

Worm gear Bevel gear



  roLLer BearinG TeChnoLoGY |     BeLT DriVe
Digital learning assistant for metal professions - tec2SKILL®

The tec2SKILL® Mechanical learning application is, among other things, also 
a digital assistant for didactic support of all rolling bearing systems from 
eTS. The app is available for the tablet and now neW also for the smart 
glasses.

tec2
SKILL

tec2
SKILL

tec2
SKILL

tec2
SKILL

tec2
glasses

tec2
glasses

tec2
glasses

tec2SKILL® is available for all rolling bearings from eTS.

hammer 
assembly
- inner ring

hammer 
assembly  
- outer ring

pressure
assembly

Therm. assembly  
- bearing on 
shaft

The digital learnassistant
tec2SKILL® mechanical 
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  roLLer BearinG TeChnoLoGY |     BeLT DriVe
Digital learning assistant for metal professions - tec2SKILL®

For the basic area of metal training, ETS also offers learning systems for 
rolling bearing technology. Training units on the subject of belt drives round 
off the spectrum.

The various training systems for metal professions, such as the mounting 
and dismounting of rolling bearings or the development of test criteria for 
functional testing, are accompanied by diverse didactic documents and an 
ar app.

Tapered tight 
fit - mechanial

Tapered tight 
fit  - hydraulic

Belt drive



tec2SKILL®ConneCT
The perfect digital learning assistant for your training

A
R

experience
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tec2SKILL®ConneCT
The perfect digital learning assistant for your training

Real commissioning of 
virtual processes!

tec2SKILL connect Board
Via the hybrid interface tec-
2SKILL® connect you can 
control virtual processes with 
real pLCs or small controllers. 
The whole thing also works 
bidirectionally. The control is 
up to you. S7-1500, S7-1200, 
lOGO!, EASY or any other 
controller, just connect and go!

Through the Connect app, 
learners can experience and 
capture the process in 3D rea-
lity on their tablet or smartpho-
ne, using augmented reality. 
From all perspectives, in 360 
degrees - as in reality - the 
technical processes can be 
easily understood.

Technology that  
inspires

Programmed control 
z.B. S7-1500 Bluetooth interface 

tec2SKILL®connect Board

 
tec2SKILL®connect Target

 
S7-1200

 
LOGO!

 
EASY



eLeCTriCaL enGineerinG | eLeCT  roniCS 
Fundamentals

The basics of this extensive subject area can be taught quickly and clear-
ly with this compact and mobile learning system from eTS DiDaCTiC.  
Versatile learning situations and experiments for each topic promote didactic 
learning success. 
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eLeCTriCaL enGineerinG | eLeCT  roniCS 
Fundamentals

The safe design, the universal power supply for flexible use and the perfect-
ly coordinated, very detailed teachware with manuals, overlay masks and 
learning software help trainers and instructors to design and implement the 
subject lessons. 



AUTOMOTIvE ElECTRICAl ENGINEER  ING
Fundamentals

With the „Fundamentals of Automotive Engineering“ training system, you 
provide your learners with a comprehensive knowledge base for this area 
of electronics.
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AUTOMOTIvE ElECTRICAl ENGINEER  ING
Fundamentals

The subjects covered range from the basic topics such as „the electric cir-
cuit“ and „ohm‘s law“ to more complex expertise such as the „active power 
of AC voltages, electric motors, bipolar transistors or the thyristor triode“.



DiGiTaL TeChnoLoGY
From fundamentals to real application

The Digital Trainer Board can be used to work out the basic circuits, proper-
ties and characteristics of digital circuits.  
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Thus, digital circuit analyses or circuit syntheses, logic circuits in practice, 
circuits with ICs, measuring equipment or measuring methods and much 
more can be built up and analyzed with the various components of digital 
technology. overlay masks enable concentration on the essentials - key-
word learning differentiation. 



MICROCOMPUTER TRAINING
Basics of microcontroller technology

microcontrollers have become indispensable in all areas of technical and 
automated applications. With the microcomputer/microcontroller training 
system you can learn functions, structure, data formats, conversion, pro-
gramming and firmware generation.

Whether AD and DA converters or DC and stepper motor control, mea-
surements of analog values and much more is presented in a didactically 
comprehensible way.
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NEWThe mC Training System impresses 
with its universal  
„embedded System“ concept with 
practice-oriented applications and 
forward-looking design.

now also for the profession „elec-
tronics Technician for information 
Technology Systems“.

The new 
manual 

„aTmega328p 
part 2“

is available!



 power electronics makes it possible to use electrical energy with very high
efficiency in a targeted manner. It opens up the possibility of significantly im-
 proving the operating characteristics of devices and systems while reducing
energy consumption.

 The demand for maximum energy efficiency is implemented in means of
 transport, traffic systems, industrial plants, energy distribution systems, as
 well as in power supplies and lighting equipment, making power electronics
one of the most important technologies of the future.

poWer enGineerinG | eLeCTro   niCS
  energy efficiency is on the focus
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 The ETS DIDACTIC Power Electronics Boards make it possible to learn,
 understand and apply power electronics components and their functions.

 Understanding interrelationships and carrying out experiments is the added
value of the eTS learning systems.

poWer enGineerinG | eLeCTro   niCS
  energy efficiency is on the focus



ConTroL TeChnoLoGY
Fundamentals of control and automated control technology

 The field of control engineering is firmly anchored in training as an important
 part of automation technology with reference to electrical engineering and
mechatronics.

here the process Control Board from eTS DiDaCTiC sets standards espe-
 cially when good training is to be practiced despite limited time.
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ConTroL TeChnoLoGY
Fundamentals of control and automated control technology

The Process Control Board has all measuring, test and control circuit com-
 ponents integrated without having to set up extensive equipment. These
components are connected with 2 mm jumper plugs as standard.
 
 Supplemented by the tailored teachware from ETS, initial steps such as
 calculating the controller settings and checking the control loops in steady
state can be performed quickly and clearly.



The motor test bench is a complete test system for analyzing key figures and 
properties of electrical machines and drives. 
The system combines state-of-the-art technology with simple operation.  
In addition to driving and braking machines, simulated drive models can also 
be analyzed realistically under load.

moTor TeST BenCh
Characteristics of electrical machines
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moTor TeST BenCh
Characteristics of electrical machines

This allows machines, generators and drives to be examined in the  
laboratory under typical industrial conditions.



Intelligent building technology or “smart building technologies”, i.e. automa-
tion and comfort facilities in the daily living, office and working environment 
are currently the focus of building automation. 

 SmarThome i KnX
intelligent building technology - Voip
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 SmarThome i KnX
intelligent building technology - Voip

The convergence of a wide variety of trades and their communication with 
each other make our living conditions more pleasant and comfortable. 



 LiGhTinG TeChnoLoGY
energy-saving lighting technology

The training occupations of electronics technic for energy and building tech-
nology and building/infrastructure systems, the required knowledge and skills 
are changing at high speed due to this technical development.

eTS supports you with modern and modular Smarthome training systems in 
the areas of KNX, vOIP, lighting and hazard detection systems.
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Temperature radiators

Discharge lamps

Lighting with LeD

Special lamps



BUIlDING COMMUNICATIONS
From two-wire technology to voice over ip

In every modern residential building, communication devices such as in-
tercom systems, video transmission of living areas and telecommunica-
tions via vOIP or classic, are no longer imaginable without.

Installation, i.e. connecting, setting up and combining individual communi-
cation devices and components, has become an elementary component 
for electronic technicians in energy and building technology.
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eTS offers modular training systems with coordinated teachware for all 
types of building communication systems. From two-wire technology to 
bus systems and Voip communication.



aLarm manaGemenT SYSTem
remote control and parameterizing

In all common types of buildings, a large number of sensors and detectors 
are responsible for danger prevention. in order to meet the requirements of 
this complex training topic, ETS has developed its own training system in 
this area with real industrial components that meets the latest standards.

The learning objectives include the installation and commissioning of hazard 
detection systems (intrusion, fire and technical alarm), vDE and vdS regula-
tions, and the performance of maintenance work. 

 reneWaBLe enerGY
Planning, installation and commissioning of Pv-systems
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 reneWaBLe enerGY
Planning, installation and commissioning of Pv-systems

energy that is generated from renewable resources is called renewable ener-
gy. Photovoltaics in training includes, for example, the design, installation 
and commissioning of pV and hybrid systems. 

eTS DiDaCTiC offers different types of hardware with different learning ob-
jectives to complete the learning situation. 
In addition to the hardware and grid systems, measuring devices can also 
be used in the learning process.



protective measures is a practice-oriented learning concept for protective 
system measurements according to VDe 0100 to VDe 0701/0702. The lear-
ning situations cover all types of protective measures.

PROTECTIvE MEASURES
Becoming familiar with protective devices acc. to VDe 0100 Testing electrical equipment acc. to Din VDe 0701/0702
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PROTECTIvE MEASURES
Becoming familiar with protective devices acc. to VDe 0100

Due to the low voltage of the Safety Measures Board, the safety of electrical 
systems and devices (e.g. mains systems and protective measures) can be 
safely trained by the trainees.

Testing electrical equipment acc. to Din VDe 0701/0702



inSTaLLaTion TeChnoLoGY
planning and executing electrical installations
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The installation technology training teaches all the important basics for the 
planning and execution of electrical installations in modern buildings. With 
the help of practical information, many exercises and the didactic know-
how, the arising tasks can be completed quickly and safely.

Tasks as the analysis of circuits, commissioning and troubleshooting com-
plete the learning situation. 



 BST®−BuildingSystemsTrainer
the flexible training system of eTS DiDaCTiC

The flexible training system of ETS DIDACTIC with real components, such 
as the meter cabinet, complies with the current regulations.

The system is characterized by the holistic training approach. The BST® is 
mobile and can be individually equipped from two sides. 

 BST®−BuildingSystemsTrainer

Communication i 
home network

Communication ii 
antenna  
technology

VDe 0100 installation e-mobility
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 BST®−BuildingSystemsTrainer
the flexible training system of eTS DiDaCTiC

The trainees can do experiments in the safest possible conditions under  
real-life situations. The integrated fault simulator enables instructors to 
switch practical faults in order to learn rectifying them with students. 

Work on the BST® is supported and accompanied by comprehensive mul-
timedia teachware.

KnX building 
technology

h-profile frame 
for lab boards

photovoltaics 
off Grid

photovoltaics 
on Grid

Smart home 
manager



eTS offers customized workstations with individually configurable power 
supply, as well as a coordinated storage concept. 
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Together with the eTS team you optimize an ergonomic workplace design 
or space planning that meets your individual needs.

room ConCepT – LaBoraTorY
Customized laboratory furnishings



For workshops focusing on mechatronic systems, special equipment, such 
as customized tables or different types of gearboxes, may be required to 
optimize and complete the space concept.
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room ConCepT – WorKShop
Customized workshop furnishings

eTS offers different types of workshop equipment to create the best lear-
ning environment.



eXCeLLenCe 
in TraininG anD innovaTion
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